
    

Beware of slippery paths, steep steps and deep water. Beware of slippery paths, steep steps and deep water. Beware of slippery paths, steep steps and deep water. Beware of slippery paths, steep steps and deep water.     
Children must be accompanied by adults at all times.Children must be accompanied by adults at all times.Children must be accompanied by adults at all times.Children must be accompanied by adults at all times.    

    
Treasure 

Follow the arrows around the garden to answer the questions. Follow the arrows around the garden to answer the questions. Follow the arrows around the garden to answer the questions. Follow the arrows around the garden to answer the questions.     

The Haven GardenThe Haven GardenThe Haven GardenThe Haven Garden    

    As you enter the garden, how many fiddlers are on the gate?________As you enter the garden, how many fiddlers are on the gate?________As you enter the garden, how many fiddlers are on the gate?________As you enter the garden, how many fiddlers are on the gate?________    
    
    What is the name of the family of stick people? _________________What is the name of the family of stick people? _________________What is the name of the family of stick people? _________________What is the name of the family of stick people? _________________    

    
    Go down the steps and complete the missing word Go down the steps and complete the missing word Go down the steps and complete the missing word Go down the steps and complete the missing word     
on the sign.on the sign.on the sign.on the sign.    

    
    
    
    
        
    
    What is the average power that the waterwheel generates?_____________What is the average power that the waterwheel generates?_____________What is the average power that the waterwheel generates?_____________What is the average power that the waterwheel generates?_____________    
    
    What animal is resting by the pond, between the gnomes? __________What animal is resting by the pond, between the gnomes? __________What animal is resting by the pond, between the gnomes? __________What animal is resting by the pond, between the gnomes? __________    

    
        At the top of the path, what is the little boy doing At the top of the path, what is the little boy doing At the top of the path, what is the little boy doing At the top of the path, what is the little boy doing     
under the tree?        under the tree?        under the tree?        under the tree?            
            Fishing / Reading / SwingingFishing / Reading / SwingingFishing / Reading / SwingingFishing / Reading / Swinging    

    
                                                        Look out for this character! Look out for this character! Look out for this character! Look out for this character!     
            What is he called? ____________________________What is he called? ____________________________What is he called? ____________________________What is he called? ____________________________    
    
    What animal is at the foot of The Magic Faraway Tree? What animal is at the foot of The Magic Faraway Tree? What animal is at the foot of The Magic Faraway Tree? What animal is at the foot of The Magic Faraway Tree? 
                                ____________________________________________________________________________________________    
                            

                Don’t forget to make a wish at the wishing well!Don’t forget to make a wish at the wishing well!Don’t forget to make a wish at the wishing well!Don’t forget to make a wish at the wishing well!    

    



            
    How many fairies have been having tea at the How many fairies have been having tea at the How many fairies have been having tea at the How many fairies have been having tea at the     
    fairy picnic site? _________fairy picnic site? _________fairy picnic site? _________fairy picnic site? _________    
    
    What is the name of the pixie house that spans the stream?What is the name of the pixie house that spans the stream?What is the name of the pixie house that spans the stream?What is the name of the pixie house that spans the stream?    

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    

Say, “Hello!” to the fairies as you pass their home.Say, “Hello!” to the fairies as you pass their home.Say, “Hello!” to the fairies as you pass their home.Say, “Hello!” to the fairies as you pass their home.    
    
What is the fairies’  home in the tree called?What is the fairies’  home in the tree called?What is the fairies’  home in the tree called?What is the fairies’  home in the tree called?

________________________________________________________________________    

    
What kind of animal is looking after her baby at the beech What kind of animal is looking after her baby at the beech What kind of animal is looking after her baby at the beech What kind of animal is looking after her baby at the beech 
tree? _________________tree? _________________tree? _________________tree? _________________    
    
How many notes are on the anklung?  ________How many notes are on the anklung?  ________How many notes are on the anklung?  ________How many notes are on the anklung?  ________    
    
What is the name of the railway station?_____________________What is the name of the railway station?_____________________What is the name of the railway station?_____________________What is the name of the railway station?_____________________    
    

We are sorry that ‘Gnome News’ is not on display at We are sorry that ‘Gnome News’ is not on display at We are sorry that ‘Gnome News’ is not on display at We are sorry that ‘Gnome News’ is not on display at 
the moment, but copies are available for 50p in the shop. the moment, but copies are available for 50p in the shop. the moment, but copies are available for 50p in the shop. the moment, but copies are available for 50p in the shop.     
    

                                        Thank you for visiting The Haven Garden. Thank you for visiting The Haven Garden. Thank you for visiting The Haven Garden. Thank you for visiting The Haven Garden.     
We hope you enjoyed the treasure hunt. Please follow us We hope you enjoyed the treasure hunt. Please follow us We hope you enjoyed the treasure hunt. Please follow us We hope you enjoyed the treasure hunt. Please follow us 

on on on on     
Facebook or Instagram Facebook or Instagram Facebook or Instagram Facebook or Instagram     

for information about future events.for information about future events.for information about future events.for information about future events.    

www.woodcroftcrafts.co.uk 

woodcroftcrafts@gmail.com 

07887 802592 


